Metabolic Syndrome in Hypothyroid Patients
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ABSTRACT

Thyroid functions affect metabolic syndrome (MetS) parameters including blood pressure, fasting plasma glucose, serum triglycerides and HDL-Cholesterol. But the relationship between MetS and thyroid functions is yet to be identified clearly. Metabolic syndrome is a state in which most features of hypothyroidism can be seen. The aim of the present study was to investigate the frequency of MetS in hypothyroid patients. Thirty one patients with overt hypothyroidism, 32 patients with subclinical hypothyroidism (SCH) and 58 euthyroid controls were enrolled in this study. NCEP-ATP III criteria was used to diagnose metabolic syndrome. Majority of the participants were in the age group of 30-40 years. Body mass index and waist circumference, blood pressure, fasting plasma glucose and serum triglycerides were found to be higher in hypothyroid patients compared to that of euthyroid controls (p<0.001). On the other hand serum HDL-C was found to be significantly lower in hypothyroid patients compared to that of euthyroid controls (p<0.001). Prevalence of MetS was 82.5% in the hypothyroid group and 27.6% in euthyroid controls (p<0.001). No significant difference was found between SCH (81.3%) and overt hypothyroid (86.7%) groups in respect to prevalence of MetS (p<0.05). The findings of the study suggest a need to investigate the presence of hypothyroidism during the management of MetS patients.
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Introduction

Metabolic syndrome, previously known as Syndrome-X, constitutes a cluster of abnormalities including abdominal obesity, insulin resistance, hypertension, hypertriglyceridemia and decreased high density lipoprotein cholesterol. Reaven noted that several risk factors like dyslipidemia, hypertension and hyperglycemia commonly cluster together which he called Syndrome X and recognized it as a multiplex of risk factors for cardiovascular diseases. Syndrome X has now been re-designated as metabolic syndrome (MetS) after WHO named it so in 1999. WHO included several parameters as the diagnostic criteria for metabolic syndrome such as presence of diabetes mellitus, hypertension, hypertriglyceridemia and low serum HDL-cholesterol and high BMI. The National Cholesterol Education Program’s Adult Treatment Panel III (NCEP-ATP III) report identified the metabolic syndrome as a multiplex of risk factors for cardiovascular diseases that deserve more clinical attention. Modified NCEP-ATP III for MetS includes raised fasting plasma glucose, hypertension, hypertriglyceridemia, low serum HDL cholesterol and increased waist circumference.

Hypothyroidism is caused by suboptimal concentration of circulating thyroid hormones. The prevalence of hypothyroidism has been reported to vary in different countries. The worldwide prevalence of hypothyroidism is...
mU/L and normal FT4 level (9.5 - 25 pmol/L) were taken as subclinical hypothyroidism, TSH > 10.0 mU/L and FT4 < 9.5 pmol/L were taken as overt hypothyroidism and TSH level (0.5-5.0mU/L) and FT4 level (9.5-25.0 pmol/L) were taken as euthyroid group. Patients with known diabetes or other endocrine disorders, having pregnancy, renal diseases, liver diseases, old cases of hypothyroid, history of thyroidectomy or receiving steroid, lipid lowering agent or oral contraceptives were excluded from the study. Baseline demographic data were collected. Sitting Blood pressure was measured at least after 10 minutes of rest by standard procedure. A second measurement was made after at least 3 minutes. The mean of two measurements was taken for systolic and diastolic blood pressure. Height in cm and weight in kg were measured with light clothing and without shoes. Waist circumference in cm was measured at the plane in the midpoint between the lower costal margin and highest point of iliac crest using a plastic measuring tape. Blood samples were collected following 12 hours of fasting and were centrifuged (2500rpm) after clot have been formed and retracted. From the separated serum fasting glucose, serum triglycerides, serum HDL cholesterol were measured by enzymatic method. MetS was diagnosed according to modified NCEP-ATP III criteria {presence of ≥ 3 of the following: 1. Waist circumference > 90 cm in male, >80cm in female. 2. SBP: ≥130 mm of Hg and/or DBP: ≥85 mm of Hg (or use of antihypertensive medication). 3. TG: ≥150 mg/dl. 4. HDL-C > 40mg/dl in male, >50 mg in female. 5. Fasting glucose≥6.1 mmol/L}. The results were expressed as mean ±SD and proportions. CI (95%) was calculated for proportions. Comparisons were done by unpaired t-test. The p value of <0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Result
A total of 121 subjects were enrolled for the study of which 105 were females and 16 were males. They were classified into euthyroid, subclinical hypothyroid and overt hypothyroid according to their serum TSH and FT4 status. Of the total subjects, 58 were euthyroid and 63 were
hypothyroid. Among the hypothyroid subjects, 32 were in the subclinical hypothyroid and 31 were in the overt hypothyroid groups. Majority of the study subjects in euthyroid and hypothyroid groups were in the age group of 30-40 years. Age distribution and clinical characteristics of the groups are depicted in the Table I and Table II respectively. Groups were similar in terms of age and sex distribution. Table III showed the mean values of BMI, waist circumference, systolic and diastolic blood pressure, fasting plasma glucose, triglycerides which were higher in hypothyroid subjects compared to euthyroid controls (p < 0.001). Serum HDL cholesterol levels were found to be significantly lower in the hypothyroid group compared to that of euthyroid controls (p < 0.001).

The prevalence of MetS in hypothyroid subjects was 82.5% compared to that euthyroid (27.5%) which was statistically significant (p < 0.001). Among overt hypothyroid subjects, frequency of MetS was a bit higher (Table IV and Table V).

### Table I: Distribution of study subjects according to age and thyroid status (n=121)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Prevalence</th>
<th>p-value</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Euthyroid (n=58)</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>27.5%</td>
<td>&gt;0.05</td>
<td>16.0-39.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypothyroid (n=63)</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>82.5%</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>73.2-91.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Discussion

High prevalence of MetS is a global phenomenon. Hypothyroidism and metabolic syndrome are recognized risk factors for atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease. The aim of the present study was to find out frequency of MetS in hypothyroidism.

Majority of the study subjects were female which indicates the preponderance of hypothyroidism among the females compared to males. Luboshitzky et al. found that BMI were similar in SCH and euthyroid controls but waist circumference was greater in their study subjects.
This study revealed that both BMI and waist circumference were greater in SCH group compared to that of euthyroid controls. Maratou et al.13 and Ganidagly et al.14 found significantly higher FPG levels in hypothyroid patients which is in agreement with the findings of this study. Luboshitzky et al.12 found that 34.1% of the study subjects with subclinical hypothyroidism were hypertensive. In our study about half of the individual in both the subclinical and overt hypothyroid groups had raised systolic and diastolic blood pressure and only one fifth euthyroid subjects had shown to have raised blood pressure. Our study also revealed significant difference in serum TG level between euthyroid and hypothyroid subjects. Thyroid hormone influences the transport of TG rich lipoproteins through its effect on lipoprotein lipase. Different studies also showed elevated levels of TG for subclinical hypothyroid subjects12,15. But a study showed a higher TG level even in subjects with a TSH level in the upper normal range16.

This study used modified NCEP-ATP III criteria, which include lower values as cut-off points for waist circumference compared to that of NCEP-ATP III and higher values for HDL cholesterol compared to WHO criteria. Most of the study subjects in hypothyroid group (56 out of 63) showed higher waist circumference as well as lower HDL cholesterol level.

The mean fasting level of HDL cholesterol was found to be significantly lower in hypothyroid group than that of euthyroid controls. This finding agree with the finding of Althas et al.17, but many researchers found no difference in HDL cholesterol concentration both in hypothyroid and euthyroid group15,18.

The study revealed that 27% of the biochemically euthyroid subjects were positive for MetS according to the modified NCEP-ATP III criteria. This is in agreement with other studies done at home and abroad. Rahim et al.19 in a study done in a rural community of Bangladesh, found that 20.7% of the population had metabolic syndrome according to the modified NCEP-ATP III. Among the hypothyroid subjects 82.5% fulfilled the criteria for metabolic syndrome in this study. Frequency of metabolic syndrome was similar in SCH (81.2%) and overt hypothyroidism (83.8%). Ganidagly et al.14, in Turkey, found that 44% of the hypothyroid, 35% of the SCH had metabolic syndrome according the NCEP-ATP III criteria.

This study found that prevalence of MetS is quite high in overt as well as SCH. So both groups of people need to be screened for MetS and cardio-metabolic risk factors. On the other hand, people with MetS need to be screened for presence of hypothyroidism. This clinical awareness will substantially help to give adequate attention to MetS, hypothyroidism and cardio-metabolic risk factors in an attempt to reduce the morbidity and mortality out of MetS, hypothyroidism and cardiovascular diseases.
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